In trying to elaborate a concept of micro-life, it might be useful for us to trace how it originated in an interaction. We were introduced to each other in the context of AIDS. "You both work on AIDS. I think you should meet," a colleague said. She introduced us in the back of a long performance theatre as we were waiting for a lecture to begin. The talk was by Carla Freccero, and it was called "Queer/Animal/Theory: Psychoanalysis and Subjectivity." She made lovely comments about entre chien et loup, the French expression for the time of day we'd call dusk or twilight in English. We had dinner the next week. While less cinematic, the meal echoed Morpheus's dramatic proposition to Neo in The Matrix: "You take the blue pill and the story ends. You wake in your bed and you believe whatever you want to believe. You take the red pill and you stay in Wonderland and I show you how deep the rabbithole goes." For a brief moment mid-meal, we each paused to take a pill. In this moment, there was a shared a recognition of reality being altered. We were both marking ourselves as bodies made up of a collection of invisible yet primary components of life that the consumption of medication or vitamins or enzymes could shift and transform. While such an event might be mundane for others, it was a subversion that revealed the hybridity of our bodies, and it anticipated our collaboration and ongoing study of minute life as a framework and habitus. Then someone said the prefix 'micro-.'
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In trying to elaborate a concept of micro-life, it might be useful for us to trace how it originated in an interaction. We were introduced to each other in the context of AIDS. "You both work on AIDS. I think you should meet," a colleague said. She introduced us in the back of a long performance theatre as we were waiting for a lecture to begin. The talk was by Carla Freccero, and it was called "Queer/Animal/Theory: Psychoanalysis and Subjectivity." She made lovely comments about entre chien et loup, the French expression for the time of day we'd call dusk or twilight in English. We had dinner the next week. While less cinematic, the meal echoed Morpheus's dramatic proposition to Neo in The Matrix: "You take the blue pill and the story ends. You wake in your bed and you believe whatever you want to believe. You take the red pill and you stay in Wonderland and I show you how deep the rabbithole goes." For a brief moment mid-meal, we each paused to take a pill. In this moment, there was a shared a recognition of reality being altered. We were both marking ourselves as bodies made up of a collection of invisible yet primary components of life that the consumption of medication or vitamins or enzymes could shift and transform. While such an event might be mundane for others, it was a subversion that revealed the hybridity of our bodies, and it anticipated our collaboration and ongoing study of minute life as a framework and habitus. Then someone said the prefix 'micro-. ' Micro-life became a more articulated concept at the Hemispheric Institute's Convergence in Toronto, October 2017. Proposals were drafted and edited, submitted, reviewed, and approved, making it possible for a small collective of people to gather. All of the thoughts and ideas shared and overheard that weekend formed into a constellation of meaning around the term 'micro-life.' We had conversations about fracking and the tiniest broken-down matter of organic life from prehistory, which over hundreds of millions of years became the detritus and bitumen that is now oil and what Donna Haraway might call the Cthulucene's global-energy-capitalist-tentacularity. Together, we attended a performance by Cristina Alejandra Jiménez Gómez, who spoke of the destruction of Colombian ecologies and the sacred connection of her people to that land in a performance called Las Transfiguraciones del Ensueño.
Disease, pathology, global political phenomena, subjectivity all entered into our conceptualization of micro-life, as did language and material, laughter and utopia, colonial pasts and presents, and deep environmental urgency. We knew there was an imperative that micro-life be used to help us understand the performances of human and non-human life and their roles in such forces.
Micro-life exists
Micro-life is invisible unless mediated or visualized by biological or technological intervention. It is artificial and natural matter (though it troubles categories of artificial and natural) whose
The cosmic and the microscopic, the body and its multiplicities, tools for making visible, the confusion of scale-all of these tropes of micro-life are represented here in this work by David Wonjnarowicz, an artist who was confronting the political crisis of HIV and AIDS visibility when he created this painting. 
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manifestations are sensed but not seen. Micro-life scales up into global politics, economics, and culture. Micro-life is studied and described by different discourses, transforming what it is depending on the expert knowledge that addresses it. Global security authorities describe yeast; then, brewers in their kitchen describe similar cell cultures, and it is something else. Micro-life entities are interactive and have relationships, yet they are social without necessarily having agency. It invades but also nurtures. It evolves for survival but also depends on collaboration. The study of micro-life is not a science of finding more species to describe models of life. It is a heuristic that reveals the implicit and organizing entropy of the category life. Micro-life beings are single-cell organisms such as bacteria and other tiny biological agents like viruses. They are yeast and other fungi, enzymes and other molecules, radon and other chemical elements. Sperm, blood, dirt, ink, eggs, caffeine, psilocybin, and zooplankton are all micro-life. Some textiles and fibres are micro-life. Micro-life is HIV, listeria, protozoa, algae, radioactive waste, persistent organic pollutants, fat in some forms, hydrocarbons. Codeine, pheromones, formaldehyde, sputum, silica, and the tiniest components of plastic nurdles are micro-life. Sap and moss and glitter are not.
Micro-life performs
During our weekend in Toronto, we mobilized a practice-based approach to explore micro-life. We realized that issues central to our rubric-of visibility, scale, and embodied politics-needed careful negotiation within our bodies and in concert and collaboration with others. To facilitate this work, we engaged the performance artist Jamie Ross as guide. Jamie brought us to the Toronto Island. We walked very slowly without speaking. Jamie asked us to see Indigenous pasts, shifted landscapes, timeless geological formations, and ongoing conflicts between human and non-human forces that shape what is now the land. The silence kept us from turning the world into words and, as academics, into citations. Jamie would shake his head now if he saw this next statement: Jamie asked us to practise what anthropologist Anna Tsing calls "arts of noticing." Tsing uses this concept to describe mushroom foraging as a practice of imagination that critiques capitalism by not seeing it as a totality. If micro-life de-prioritizes vision and what is visible, Jamie asked us to restrain our senses so that we might be more attuned to other systems, processes, and evolutions beyond the dominant life form of the human.
In one exercise, Jamie had us in pairs, cradling a partner in our arms as we sat in a circle on the banks of Lake Ontario. Our breathing was to slow and move from one body to the next. Our breath was to go to the centre of the earth and extend to the horizon of the lake. Through the exercise, we learned to pay attention to the micro-life that exists inside the institution of the body and outside it. Micro-life troubles inside and out, interior and exterior. Breathing and micro-life show us disorientation, the ways we can lose contact with ourselves as made up of more life than we can count. We think we know the body's place and what makes it up, and yet the body is an amnesiac medium. Jamie's work with us taught that breathing in the safety of another's arms is a gift to remember, the utopia of exchanging hormones, sex glands, fertilization, placenta, and umbilical practices of care. Jamie's work was a reminder that no one of us is a source of a problem; all of us are vectors of the same problem. Jamie told us a story about a destroyed shrine. It was built by queer visitors to the Island and was a place full of spirits. Eventually, it was ruined by tide changes and the spiritual, social, environmental, and political histories that affect tide changes. To honour and remember the shrine without rebuilding it, we made something like it and then broke it apart. We engaged memory and memorialization as an event that occurred but did not remain to mark or mar a piece of land. In the terms of micro-life, we built something and then gave it over to decay. We broke down the shrine and entered Lake Ontario with its pieces. Micro-life and memories of micro-life exist without memorialization, without the need of statues and monuments-Jamie's performative lecture was called "Inner Ocean."
Some things we learned about micro-life
We believe that a study of micro-life can reveal the extent to which we are dependent on the fictions, the plays, and the performances of meaning that are produced by the microscopic. That the parasite is so central a metaphor to the field of performance studiesin the moment when J. L. Austin realizes that language is parasitic upon its normal use in the theatre-provokes us to consider how the parasite similarly calls into question the ways in which our bodies are given context by micro-life. How does this rubric of micro-life help us think through the performative capacities of our bodies as guests and hosts? If the parasite is almost always thought of with the host in ethically and politically charged pairings, how can we think about 'social parasitism' both in its material and performative qualities?
Watching performance is a kind of parasitical exchange. Looking through the lens of a microscope at moving organisms and watching performance in a theatre share a common visual register and language. When we recognize this, we are able to see how easily microscopic images become theatrical performances and draw out the numerous invisible bodies of matter being exchanged between performer and spectator. Micro-life de-centers the visual in the act of performance. Moreover, the extent to which theatrical narratives are used to describe micro-life to us in the world is revealed. If in the theatre a performer's body represents an artistically transformed reality through material and gesture, we might ask how micro-life can refer to a performance within one's own body. The constant exchange occurring at the level of the microscopic can help us as scholars of performance to question the methodologies that stem from practices of 'us' looking at 'them,' leading us to consider performance as a more holistic and symbiotic exchange in which we and much of the matter that makes us up are all implicated.
Part of the provocation of trying to conceptualize micro-life is to ask how seeing, touching, tasting, or experiencing the invisible might be mobilized as a political orientation to the world or even doi:10.3138/ctr.177.007 ctr 177 winter 2019
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help us to imagine new worlds. Central to our conceit is the extent to which micro-life is interactive and has relationships and is thus also social without necessarily having agency. Such a model of microbiological substance enables us to identify with each other, detach from our material selves, and invent new bodily experiences that can sustain collaborative and non-human relations.
And yet the scale and visibility, or the discourse, through which micro-life comes into our perception are so often contextualized or articulated through forms of disciplinary control that stigmatize or neglect certain bodies and support others. We want to directly attend to the ways in which micro-life comes into being in concert with colonialist practices of nation building, globalization, and discrimination by gender, sexuality, and race, and ask how colonial studies is rethought and mixed up by micro-life. How are different human populations governed differently via their relations to the micro-life in their bodies and their cultural practices? Micro-life creates borders, for instance, when populations are articulated through quarantine and confinement. Microlife, on the other hand, exposes hard-to-notice intimacies when we begin to examine how colonial encounters with microscopic life share governing logics. Micro-life leads us to think through what is similar about colonial commodities such as indigo and sugar and outbreaks such as yellow fever and smallpox. We believe that attending to the rhizomatic, collaborative, or evolving nature of micro-life can oppose and confound supposedly siloed histories, processes, and archives. Micro-life opens up projects for the cellular humanities, which involves reading across time, space, scale, and matter.
Like AIDS activists who in the 1980s and 1990s demanded that their bodies be central to the development of experimental antiretroviral drugs, we want to continue to think through the ways in which we can give purpose and find value in our own bodies as methods and processes of micro-life that can shift our orientations. We want to suggest that be it an object, a process, or a set of relations, micro-life allows for us to theorize an open system, always in flux, that has the potential of transforming us into something else.
Micro-life, on the other hand, exposes hard-to-notice intimacies when we begin to examine how colonial encounters with microscopic life share governing logics.
Hosting and being hosted
Micro-life converges with a set of larger questions that critique immunology paradigms and histories of medicine as well as recent scholarship on the concept of nature and the Anthropocene. Our theory of micro-life helps us work through new materialist thinking and reinvest in the human but only if it is understood as a multitudinous being made up by lively non-human critters with their own stories and matterings. Micro-life brings us to new questions for thinking performance, such as how might a virus's 
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empirical status as non-life, its 'viral' ability to reproduce itself with no metabolic equipment, be conceptually employed toward a practice of 'radical hospitality'? How does microscopic life influence our bodies to perform in social and cultural settings? How have others thought, and how can we think, about non-human microscopic life without recourse to familiar human metaphors and ways of knowing?
In our working group at the Convergence, we answered some of these questions, but some we did not. We learned that microlife is a composite form that troubles form. Our experimentation was sited in a willingness by human strangers to host each other, to let their guards down, to be infected, and to willingly try to build something without knowing where it would lead. At the minute scale of life, micro-life came from a collaborative hosting. We were not sure how our collaboration in search of micro-life would go, and that uncertainty persisted even after the concept was written down by eight other people. It is hard to describe how meaningful it is to have human strangers collaborate on an idea that is living: micro-life drew out the pleasure and care that goes into collectively exchanging ideas without insisting on certainty. There are numerous ways to insist on the political potential of micro-life-there are ecological, pathological, disciplinary, and other implications for this heuristic. We would recommend that you let micro-life be a thing that guides you toward uncertainty, contingency, and the pleasure of exchanging uncertainty and contingency with your human and non-human companions.
Coda
There is a somewhat dubious microbiological theory about nucleated cells-cells with nuclei. The theory posits that all cells with nuclei are assembled forms created by the coming together of as many as four different types of once-independent bacteria. One bacterium, lacking nuclei and organelles of its own, becomes the host for three other bacteria. Then, one bacterium changes into mitochondria, another into plastids, giving the cell a shape and a membrane, and a last one gives up its independent life to become the organelle of movement. Four bacteria merge to become a more complex one, giving up existence as 'individuals' for a future that is shared. The theory that once-autonomous life forms changed to become now codependent components of another life form challenges the evolutionary idea that life has evolved from struggle between discrete beings. This cooperative theory of organism creation based on merging favours involution, which holds that changes in life forms have come in part from play, attraction, and desire, a messy coming together, pleasure, experimentation, incorporation, merging, and a feeling for non-independence. Lynn Margulis and Michael Dolan name it 'symbiogenesis', or "evolutionary change through long-term physical contact between members of different species" (48). In the language of this special issue of CTR, we might call it a radical form of hosting, one in which you are not just joining other beings for an event but giving up your independent life to exist into the future no longer as a singular object. 
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